Surrogacy Plans
Colombia

From big dreams,
little dreams grow!
NewGen Families is a modern, friendly and
inclusive surrogacy agency based in NEVADA,
USA, that guides Intended Parents through
every step of the exciting process of welcoming
a newborn baby to your family. We are a brand
of inspiration, trust and hope and we believe
that the power of building families brings out
the best in people and grows the branches of
the surrogacy community across the world.
Ultimately, everything we do is grounded in a
greater purpose: to help create families for every
Intended Parent regardless of their race, gender,
sexual orientation or relationship status.
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Our Core Values
Trust
Trust is the essence of honest
relationships. It is the reliance
on one’s integrity, strength and
ability. To trust in another’s
honesty brings hope.

Hope
Hope is the belief in the future, that
all dreams are possible. It is the
hope that provides the feeling that
something desired may truly happen.
Hope is inspiration.

Inspire
To inspire is to pass beyond the boundary
of what was once unattainable and to
breathe new life into all possibilities.
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The NewGen way...
Surrogacy in Colombia has been
accessible to international Intended
Parents for approximately 4 years.
The NewGen team have managed
countless Intended Parent journeys
since its inception and our Directors of
the Colombian program, travel regularly
to Bogota to meet with the team at
the clinic in addition to meeting the
surrogate coordinators and surrogate
support team.
Our surrogacy programs in Colombia are
designed for you, the Intended Parent,
to enjoy every milestone along this
wonderful journey knowing that every
detail of your journey has been expertly
handled by our team.
From the moment you become a NewGen
client, we will coordinate everything for
you until your precious baby is born.
We take our time to understand your
needs and our partners work to match
you with an egg donor and surrogate,
and NewGen connects you with a trusted
and experienced fertility clinic and legal

team who will help you navigate the
important medical and legal decisions
you need to make throughout your
family building journey. Additionally,
we will introduce you to a clinical
psychologist who provides counselling
to help you prepare emotionally for your
IVF, egg donation and surrogacy journey.
From the very first month of your
surrogacy journey, your case manager
will introduce you to your Surrogacy
Journey Dream-Team. You will meet with
your reproductive endocrinologist, IVF
coordinator, egg donor coordinator,
surrogate coordinator and lawyer face
to face when you travel to Bogota for
the first time. Your case manager will
be available 24/7 to answer any of your
questions or connect you with the right
team member who can help you.
At NewGen, our aim is to provide every
Intended Parent with the guidance
and support they need so they can
focus on their relationship with their
surrogate and the excitement of
growing their family.
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Surrogacy plan
Colombia

Colombia Guarantee Live Birth Plans:

Services Include:

Singleton
Guarantee Plan

Double
Guarantee Plan

$70,000 USD

$118,000 USD

The Singleton Guarantee Plan is
designed for Intended Parents who
dream of one child to complete
their family. For sibling journeys, we
recommend Intended Parents sign
up for the Double Guarantee Plan.

The Double Guarantee Plan is
designed for Intended Parents who
wish to have two babies to complete
their family. The second journey
must start within two years of the
first journey. This plan is ideal for
same sex male couples.

Embryo
Creation

 IVF
 PGT testing
 Additional embryo storage (1 year)

Egg Donation

 Egg Donor Reimbursement
 Medications
 Egg Retrieval

Surrogate












Reimbursement
Matching
Medical Screening
Psychological Evaluation
Legal Fees
Health Insurance
Allowances
Medication
Embryo Transfer Fee
Ongoing Medical Care

Legal









Gestational Surrogate Agreement
POA Agreement
Immigration Agent Fees
Parentage Orders
DNA Testing
Issuance of Birth Certificate
Issuance of Passport

Payment Schedule:
Payment Milestone

Singleton
Guarantee
Plan

Double Guarantee Plan
Amount in USD

Amount in USD

Pregnancy 1

1st visit to Colombia
or Sperm Shipment

$50,000

$73,000

Embryo Transfer

$20,000

$22,500

TOTAL

$70,000

$118,000

Pregnancy 2

$22,500
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Why Intended Parents
Choose NewGen

You are our number one priority

Full Services Under The One Roof

Egg Donors

At NewGen, the entirety of our team
(from our medical director to our
surrogate coordinator and your case
managers), share the same philosophy
and mantra of ‘Patient first/Intended
Parent first’. You are our focus, and we
strive to provide you with the best and
highest quality services at all times.

From the beginning of your journey to the
end and beyond, NewGen will coordinate
everything for you. Services include:
matching you with an egg donor and
surrogate, creating embryos, all medical
procedures, providing legal support, health
insurance advice and assisting with the
exit process (for international IPs).

Through our trusted partner, NewGen
offers you access to a database of local
Colombian egg donors. All egg donor
profiles contain information about their
education level achieved and family
medical history. In addition, all donors
are genetically tested.

Personal experience

Around the clock support

The majority of our staff and partners
have either undergone IVF treatment
or completed a surrogacy journey
themselves. Therefore, we understand
the complexities and range of emotions
experienced throughout each milestone
along this beautiful and precious
journey.

Both our local USA and international
teams offer 24/7 around the clock
support. We understand that Intended
Parents can’t always meet or chat during
business hours. Therefore, our support
team is available 7 days a week including
after business hours.

NewGen Families is all about building
lifelong relationships. We cherish our
Family catch-ups whether they are 1
on 1 meetings at a park, via Zoom or at
group functions that we hold regularly
in order to keep the NewGen Family
connected.

Professional experience
Collectively, our team and trusted
partners have managed hundreds of
IVF and surrogacy journeys, guiding
Intended Parents every step of the way
until they meet their newborns for the
first time.

Guarantee IVF programs and
guarantee live birth programs
We are proud to offer a range of
Guarantee programs.

Surrogate Care
Our surrogates undergo a rigorous
screening process before you are
officially matched. The screening process
involves medical and psychological
evaluations to ensure the safety and
security of the overall journey you
undertake with your surrogate.

Community

LGBTQI & HIV+ Intended Parents
Newgen Families is not just about
supporting the LGBTQI+ community,
we are the LGBTQI+ Community.
Our team has collective managed
hundreds of rainbow family surrogacy
journeys, and we know that building
LGBTQI+ families is possible, because
we have done it ourselves and want
to help you do it too.
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Surrogacy
Journey Timeline
Colombia

months
0-2

 Signing agreements and clinic docs
 IP Medical Examinations
 IP Sperm Analysis

2-9











10
10.5

Select an Egg Donor
Travel to Colombia for sperm deposit or
Ship Sperm (for international IPs)
Egg Retrieval
Embryo Creation
PGT Testing
Surrogate Matching
Surrogate Agreement
Preparing Surrogate for Embryo Transfer

 Embryo Transfer
 BETA Test*
*If the BETA test is negative, the next embryo
transfer should be scheduled within 2 months.

11-19

20

20-21

 Pregnancy Care at NewGen Partner Clinic

 Birth

 Exit process for international IPs**
**The exit process for international IPs varies significantly
with regards to timelines. IPs must engage with an
immigration lawyer in their respective countries BEFORE
signing an agreement with NewGen.
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For more information,
please email us at
info@newgenfamilies.com

